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The purpose of this assignment is to introduce you to some simple Linux commands and to practice the 
Linux technique of combining commands or programs together to perform tasks.  

Background
We learned about commands and redirection in assignment 1 and about some commands in assignment 
2. For this assignment we'll introduce three new Linux commands, tr, sort, and grep. Your 
book, chapter 3, describes these commands and you and use man pages to learn about them also.

Your Tasks

1. Login to your account on the server. You will be in your home directory when you login.
2. Create a directory named comp190 and inside this directory make another directory named 
accountName_assign3 using the mkdir command. Read the man page for how to use the mkdir
command if you need help.  In lieu of accountName you should use your actual account name.
3. This assignment will take advantage of regular expressions.  The class textbook describes regular expressions 
in great detail in the first few sections of chapter 3; use this as a reference.
4. For each of the tasks below, create a single line that pipes together Linux commands to produce the 
appropriate file.  You must always start with the academic_cal_2018.txt file that we used in 
assignment 1 unless otherwise noted.  The results of all your commands must be in the accountName_assign3 
directory.  You must copy all of your commands onto a single file and copy the file to the directory  /home/
barr/Student/comp190/Turnin/assign3.

a. Use grep to extract all the lines starting with a capital 'S' or 'O', use tr to change the capital 'S' and 'O' 
to lower case 's' and 'o' (but leave all other capital letters alone), and then sort the lines numerically by 
the day that is in the second column.  Your solution must be a single line.  Redirect your result to the file 
prob.1txt

b. Use grep to extract the lines that contain either the word "Classes" or the word "Courses" (hint: use the 
regular expression operator '|' but you have to use a backslash before it).  Then sort by the column after 
the day column and then use tr to change all spaces to tabs.   Your solution must be a single line.  
Redirect your result to the file prob2.txt

c. Now create a file named accountName3.sh .  In the first line of this file place the one-line solution 
to problem a.  In the second line of this file place the one-line solution to problem b.  Save the file.  Change 
the permissions on the file using chmod so that users, group and others all have executable permissions.  
You can now run this file as though it was a command.  If I were logged in to the server, I would run my 
solution by:

barr@Comp390-WG1:~/classes/comp190$  barr3.sh
 
 Your command will create the files prob1.txt and prob2.txt.  This is your first shell script.  
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That is all you have to do in this assignment. It should not be hard. The objective is to get you thinking and working. There 
should be four files inside your assign3 directory. Make sure you name your files exactly as I specified above.

Grading  Rubric

This homework is graded on a 100 point scale. Each of steps a through d is worth 25% of the grade.

Submitting the  Homework

This assignment is due by the end of the day (i.e. 11:59PM, EST) on Thursday, September 20. You will submit it by putting 
your commands, one per line, it into a particular directory in our file system. In particular, there is a directory on the 
server whose full path name is /home/barr/Student/comp190/Turnin/assign3. To submit your project, you 
must follow the instructions below exactly!

To be precise:
1. Login using ssh to cs-ithaca.eastus.cloudapp.azure.com with your valid username and password.

2. Change to the comp190/assign3 directory that you created in the assignment.

3. Create a new file using a text editor of your choice.  nano and pico are both easy to use.  Type in the commands that
you used to create the files, one per line.   Name this file
yourAccountName3.sh where yourAccountName is really your account name.

4. Copy the file to the Turnin directory.  There is a directory in my (barr) account that will be used to turn in
assignments.  You must copy your file to this directory.  If you are in your comp190 directory, use this command:

cp accountName3.txt /home/barr/Student/comp190/Turnin/assign3




